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Synthetic presentation of T2020:

Occitanie is a large agricultural region involved into ecological transitions: sustainable food, health-environment, inclusive education, sustainable waste management...

Following the conference "Urban Agriculture and Environmental Transitions" which brought together 300 people at the University Jean Jaurès; in a global context of increased pressures on ecosystems (climate change, pollution, soils artificialization or urban population growth) and the rise of ecological and health concerns in all spheres of society; for T2020, the aim is to extend to sectors other than agriculture, reflections and multi-stakeholder exchanges on the dynamics of greening practices. The exploration, analysis and interdisciplinary discussion of different "fields" where ecological transitions are taking place, will favor the emergence of innovative methodologies and theories, and also the Formation-Research-Society continuum, thanks to the synergistic interactions between sectors, research laboratories and society: businesses, learners, associations, elected representatives and citizens.

The ecological transition opens a new phase of human development, revealing the change of status of the ecological theme in contemporary societies. It becomes a factor (re) structuring of human activities. The ongoing work of CERTOP explores several research themes related to these "just transition" processes: food, health-environment, inclusive education, tourism, energy, risk management, etc. The ecological transition is built in the dynamics of territories in which civil society plays a major role, which is clearly observed in the field of urban agricultures. Laboratories in France and abroad, involved in the organization and animation of T2020, develop high-level research related to ecological transitions, while engaging in "Science and Society" projects. The T2020 international congress will allow the emergence of new multi-stakeholder, interdisciplinary, participatory research projects and also consolidate the accessible educational actions initiated by Réseau-Agriville.

Through the prism of ecological transition, T2020 will develop 4 complementary sessions: "Sustainable Food" (S1); "Health-Environment" (S2); "Energy transition" (S3); Collective intelligence: a vector of ecological transitions" (S4). Each session is organized according to 3 complementary sub-sessions, with presentations and a period of exchanges around posters. Several "Science and Society" actions will be offered to the citizens on the afternoons of June 25 and 26: conferences, fields visit (collective urban gardens, plants...), videos and round tables. Particular attention will be paid to the ecological and ethical aspects of the conference, with the increased accessibility of the resources produced (in collaboration with the specialized company https://koena.net/) and a low ecological footprint of the event (collaboration with the ADEME).

The research presented at the T2020 congress will be widely valued thanks to a large variety of media and dissemination at different levels: A-rank publications (Vertigo, ESPR, RAFE...), congress proceedings, poster exhibition, videos, creation of accessible educational resources.

Calendar:

- **September 2019**
  Launch of calls for communication,
- **January 20th**
  Submission deadline
- **February 2020**
  Replies to authors (oral presentations, posters)
- **August 2019 to May 2020**
  Online registration
- **22 to 26 June 2020**
  T2020 in Toulouse
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The information on the Conference (presentation, calls for papers, registration, etc.) is available on the website: https://transitions2020.sciencesconf.org

Students in PhD and Master 2 are invited to register on the conference website (free registration subject to availability)